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Abstract
A perspective about science education is developed which has implications for the
design of interactive learning technologies. Current philosophical work concerning the
interpretative nature of scientific inquiry is reviewed as a context for discussing the
situation of the child in developing scientific understanding. This view of learning ernphasizes the relationships among informal understanding, conceptual change, and enculturation into modes of scientific discourse. A prototype software system for supporting scientific inquiry processes in students is described.

Introduction

t

I

We develop in this article a perspective which underlies an approach to
creating new technology-based supports for science learning. In previous decades, one aspect of science curricula reform focussed on the need to give
students understanding and experience with the actual practices of professional
science (Bredderman, 1983; Jackson, 1983; Shymansky, 1983). The aim was to
extend science learning beyond the acquisition of textbook facts to the methods
and procedures of scientific investigation. We extend this line of argument to
incorporate implications for science education of what Frederick Ferre has
called the "postmodern" critique of the nature of scientific knowing. Basically,
this shift has involved replacing the idea of scientist as detached observer to
that of participant, in which scientists shape, not only document, their objects
of study. As Toulmin (1982) describes it, "in postmodern science nature is no
longer held at arm's length" (p. 106).
We also consider the child's situation in developing scientific competence
as presenting a problem not simply of being instructed in new concepts or
methods, but of being asked to engage in a complex process of modifying
"natural" notions about empirical phenomenon, and being initiated into thinking and talking in terms of the standards of explanation of the scientific community and in relation to its problems. While cognitive studies of how students'
preconceptions interplay with formal science education have focused on the
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conceptual change problem, the latter sociocultural and discourse dimensions
of science education have been underemphasized. Our analysis culminates in a
generative perspective on the difficulties of students and teachers in science
education. We then sketch the implications of our perspective for designing
learning technologies by means of an example of a software system developed
to support inquiry practices in science classrooms.
Recent historical and philosophical analyses of scientific processes have
developed arguments that understanding and progress in science is best viewed
as constructed knowledge within communities of knowers rather than descriptive of a reality mirrored through particular human procedures (e.g. KnorrCetina, 1981; Rorty, 1979). The consequence is that scientific progress is not
viewed as a smooth cumulative process, but as revisionary within communities
of scholars (e.g., Taylor, 1980; Toulmin, 1972, 1982), or more radically as
revolutionary changes in dominant paradigms occasioned by new approaches
to problems found intractable or anomalous given current conceptions (Feyerabend, 1975, 1978; Kuhn, 1962, 1977; Lakatos, 1976).
These arguments have been necessitated by detailed historical analyses of
the development of scientific knowledge and conceptual change, and by descriptive accounts of how scientific work is actually conducted in laboratories
(e.g. Goodfield, 1982; Knorr-Cetina, 1981) and among scholars in particular
fields (e.g. Geertz 1983). These arguments have also been considerably influenced by deconstructionist and hermeneutic perspectives on the critical interpretation of texts, in which human interpretation is shown to be constituted by
existing traditions, interests, and social practices, and marked by historicity,
fallibility, and finitude (Bernstein, 1986; also see Black, 1954; Foucalt, 1980;
Gadamer, 1981; Habermas, 1981; MacIntyre, 1981; Rorty, 1982).
These developments among others suggest that scientific knowledge is
critical interpretation, not deductive generalization from the "facts" of observation (Hacking, 1985; Toulmin, 1982). They have in common the notion that
explanatory systems in science are multiple (cf., Chaiklin, 1986; Geertz, 1983;
Stevens & Collins, 1980; Toulmin, 1982), and that styles of interpretation
change. In Toulmin's view, "the choice of a basic theory or conceptual
scheme-a choice made in light of experience, to be sure, but never imposed
by it-precedes
the formulation of those scientific questions to which any
specific explanation is a possible answer (1982, p. 1lo)."
Different factors have been proposed as bearing on the nature of these
choices. For example, some analyses emphasize the social-historical context as
a shaper of interpretative understanding (Knorr-Cetina, 1981) and as a source
for selecting and legitimizing what is taken to be true, or the boundaries of what
may be entertained as possible ( ~ a c k i n 1985).
~,
Others emphasize the tendencies of individual scientists for particular types of explanatory systems (Schwab, 1960) or "root metaphors" which generate possible connections within a
conceptual system (e.g. Pepper, 1942). These may be more or less influenced by
the larger social framework in which the interpretive work is historically embedded. An interpretative and revisionary rather than cumulative view of scientific progress thus has the implication that "cultural" processes (variously
defined) influence what are taken to be problems, even what "styles of reason-
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ing" apply (Hacking, 1985), and how authority for the status of knowledge can
be assigned and justified.
The search for solutions to the problem of selecting and justifying knowledge in the face of a looming relativism in which all knowledge claims are
created equal occupies the center stage of today's philosophy of science as it
seeks to understand the nature of the scientific enterprise (e.g., Bernstein,
1983; Gadamer, 1981; Rorty, 1979; Taylor. 1980). Without resolving these issues, we can nonetheless trace implications of these current understandings of
scientific knowledge and progress for elementary and secondary science.
As part of the science-learning agenda in schools, students need to explore
and teachers to support inquiry practices that reveal science as a distinctively
human way of approaching and understanding natural phenomena. In addition
to learning scientific practice as embodied in the "scientific method" which
characterizes canonical science. students need to develop understanding of the
nature of scientific knowledge and the interpretative process of scientific inquiry. This is not solely textbook-based knowledge, but knowledge developed
through experience with particular kinds of critical thinking practices. Students
need to expand their views of science to include not only questions of fact
("what is true about this?"), but questions of the form, "what can we make of
this?" (Toulmin, 1982). The purpose-relative nature of truth claims in science
now seen as central in the philosophy of science can thus be brought into the
classroom.
In an historical analysis of the development and impact of federal programs
for revising science education in the last two decades, Duschl (1985) suggests
that the revolution in historical and philosophical understanding of the nature
of science that was going on at the time did not find its way into the programs.
He argues that the scientists who largely had control of these developments
offered an inadequate version of the nature of inquiry. Research suggests (Herron, 1971) that true inquiry activities are rare in classrooms, even where teachers have been trained to use materials labelled as "inquiry-oriented." Revisions in science education should enable teachers and students to focus on the
new ways of understanding science rather than yet more refined approaches to
the accumulation of facts o r canned methods: "The concept of making science
education an inquiry into inquiry was and still is a viable idea" (Duschl, 1985,
p. 548).
The second element of our perspective concerns the child's place in relation to this formidable edifice of scientific information. and complex practices
that have evolved for constructing scientific understanding: "The apprentice
scientist masters the current interpretive standpoint of a science in the course
of being enculturated into the professional community of that science"
(Toulmin, 1982, p. 98). Such a cultural practice perspective on science education has profound implications.
We formulate here a conception of the process of science education, and
briefly explore three core notions:
1. Children construct knowledge structures for science understanding on a
domain by domain basis prior to formal schooling. Attempts by teachers to
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teach canonical science meet conceptual barriers in the informal explanations
of natural phenomena that have "worked" (been sufficiently adaptive) for
students thus far (e.g., Clement, 1986b; diSessa, 1983, in press). Such "preconceptions" have been documented in many areas of science education (West &
Pines, 1985).
2. In science education as in the history of science (Toulmin, 1972), conceptual change in scientific thinking may be described as emerging from evolutionary adaptation of existing conceptual structures to the "problem niches" to
which such thinking is applied;
3. Science learning is a process of socialization into a professional community, with its canonical problem niches, standards of explanation, and modes of
discourse for communal sense-making. This is a complex sociocultural process
that is not sufficiently captured in the traditional practices of science instruction.

Developmental Construction of Knowledge
There has been a consensus building on the importance of viewing the child
as actively constructing knowledge through interactions with the physical and
sociocultural environment, perhaps most influentially presented by Piaget.
Some versions of the constructive view of development emphasize the local
nature of constructed knowledge in particular domains or circumstances, and
the influence of the cultural surround (Laboratory of Comparative Human
Cognition, 1983; Vygotsky, 1978).
Even as toddlers, children engage in the epistemic activity of asking for and
giving explanatory accounts of why things are the way they are (Bullock,
Gelman, & Baillargeon, 1982; Carey, 1985; Gelman, Spelke, & Meck, 1983;
Hood & Bloom, 1979; Shultz, 1982). One functional reason for developing
these explanations is to have more predictive control over one's world: to
avoid unfortunate events and perpetuate fortunate ones. The child comes to
know what to expect to happen as initiated by self, others, and by event
contingencies of the natural world. Children thus construct understandings of
natural phenomena as they encounter them, as well as frames for interpreting
the meaning of natural and social events (Nelson & Gruendel, 1981). Beliefs
and explanations are built from children's direct experience of events and from
such accounts as their culture offers for why things are as they are. These
accounts depend in large part on the cultural setting surrounding the childobjects and events, people, media, informal learning situations, and the practices of such institutions as schools.
In school, whether recognized as such or not by teachers, children are
active interpretative learners who bring their prior understandings and frames
of interpretation to making sense of pedagogical presentations and interchanges, and other events occurring in this learning setting. "Understanding"
may be an extremely complex phenomenon involving thousands of "facts,"
strategies, and conditions for applying knowledge (Simon, 1981). The extensive
literature that has developed concerning student misconceptions from canonical physics attests to the complexity of the preformal knowledge students
construct in this domain (e.g., Clement, 1982; diSessa, 1982; Halloun & Hes-
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tenes, 1985; McDermott, 1984; White, 1983). Describing the state of such understanding as a coherent model o r theoretical system may fall short of capturing this complexity (disessa, in press). Furthermore, attention in the
novice-expert literature on scientific reasoning has been directed primarily to
individual cognition, not to the scientific communication conventions that give
rise to these understandings and afford the possibilities of their further revision
in light of new problems, data, uses of thinking tools, or conceptual schemes
proposed by others.
As active learners, understanding develops by motivated engagement with
issues that the learner feels to be genuinely problematic (Dewey, 1933). Deep
understanding does not simply arise from acquiring new information, but from
relinquishing or reconfiguring some other way of conceiving a phenomena
(Bruner, 1962). In the context of mathematical discovery, Lakatos (1976) discusses the resilience of existing conceptual schemes to contradiction, and studies in developmental psychology and science education have made little progress to date in defining conditions for effective provision of contradictions in
promoting conceptual development (e.g., Clement, 1986b; Posner et al., 1982),
although some evidence indicates that when the conflict arises from the child's
own contradictory judgements rather than an authority's, progressive conceptual change occurs (Snyder & Feldman, 1977; Stavy & Berkowitz, 1980;
Strauss, in press; Strauss & Ilan, 1977). Schools can thus present alternative
views to the child or explanations that contradict the child's preconceptions
(disessa, 1982; Linn, 1983), but need to take seriously the task of supporting
the child's struggles to adopt new perspectives or integrate new ideas with such
explanations as he o r she already believes.

Problem Niches

.
,

"Science" education is defined broadly to include science, mathematics,
and technology education. Roughly, "scientific" concepts and problem-solving
methods are those technical concepts and methods used in scientific communication and to structure scientific inquiries that are but rarely spontaneously
developed (Vygotsky, 1962). They typically depend on formal education for
transmission. The scope of science education appears as a moving edge, with
continual refreshment from the developing sciences. Frontier discoveries a few
decades ago constitute routine science material today.
Science has always been defined by the problems it works on, in the strong
sense that its frontiers consist of problems not yet posed by any scientist. One
way in which scientific thinking differs from everyday thinking is that their
problem niches differ dramatically. The notion of "niche" is borrowed from
biological theory, where it defines the ecological space in which organisms
adapt and survive. Just as physical features or behaviors are adaptive or not in
an ecological niche, conceptual schemes and styles of reasoning are adaptive or
not in a problem niche. And just as ecological niches are shaped in part by the
species that struggle within them, so are problem niches continually redefined
by the minds that struggle within them and at their boundaries in order to
understand. The notion of problem niche allows us to capture the basic idea
that what is taken to be problematic differs for the "cultures" of everyday
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thinking and formal science. For example, metaphors that suffice to "make
sense" for communal agreement in everyday problem-solving niches may
break down when analyzed closely for the coherencies, robustness. and noncontradictoriness demanded in scientific discourse (disessa, 1986a). But what
everyday and formal scientific thinking do have in common is the essential
bridge between them: the concept of explanation.
Explanations
We have highlighted how it is common for even toddlers to call for and
offer explanations of natural phenomena as part of their interaction with the
natural world. How do plants grow? Why does dew form? Why do balloons rise
only with some gases? Why is a clap louder if one's hands are cupped? Why did
the car overheat? Why do you see your breath on a cold day (Collins, 1986)?
Such questions are asked (at least outside the classroom) when the questionner's concepts are insufficiently developed to generalize to understanding the
present case, and the questionner is motivated to further understand.
"Accountings" for such phenomena are common in everyday conversation. One feature of explanatory accounts, whether in everyday conversation
or science, is that they each have a certain precision. An explanation is expressed with some degree of exactitude, with the tacit assumption that the
explanation is sufficient for the purposes for which the inquirer asked the
question. We will call this purpose-relative feature of explanations its pragmatic precision.' An explanatory account suffices for the inquirer if it is precise
enough-in terms of qualitative and quantitative features-for the purposes of
inquiry. "Suffice" is a socially constructed normative standard. subject to
change and adaptation. If an explanation is not sufficiently precise for the
norms of the commmunity or purpose of the questionner, then dialogue and
often, additional inquiry, may take place to help refine it. This developmental
process is a constructive one, with social inputs from a community of other
inquirers. For example, in typical conversation the appropriate precision of an
answer to the question about what time it is typically does not involve nanoseconds, because "it doesn't matter". But this statement is truncated; in its full
form, it reads: "it doesn't matter for the purpose for which I asked the question". For comparing the speed of execution for two different computer program routines for space shuttle guidance systems, it may be essential data.
Similarly, definitions of variables, the range of variables considered, and
the acknowledged interactions among variables that are appropriate for consideration in particular explanatory accounts will vary with purpose, as any experience in building simulation models demonstrates. For example, it is important
to consider surface tension in some inquiries which invoke Archimede's principle (e.g., studying water insect locomotion), but not in others where less precision suffices (e.g., determining lead weight gradations needed for sea diving by
humans).
I The term for this concept is due to Seth Chaiklin. The concept is at least tacit in the "cultural
practices" view of cross-cultural cognition offered by the Laboratory of Comparative Human
Cognition (1983), and in current work on everyday mathematical thinking by Lave (1986; also see
Lave et al., 1984).
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The notion of explanatory precision interacts with the notion of problem
niche. Each "culture" or community has a set of problems that serves to bound
the types of problems considered at a particular time (which can be transformed
by extraordinary individuals, or circumstances such as crises or technological
innovation). There is a tacit limit of precision for explanations judged as acceptable by a specific community of inquirers that is directly tied to the state of a
problem niche. Thinking and explanation is adaptive to the circumstances to
which it is directed. Changes in the problem niche may change the requirements for sufficient precision as former conceptual schemes become incapable
of covering more challenging problem situations. New situations may render
problematic that which was not so before, or require new methods. Exploration
of uses for new technologies may provide opportunities to rethink problems
one could even possibly solve (e.g., supercomputers and weather control; or
artificial intelligence techniques for rapid VLSI circuit design). The fine motion
control required in robotics for automated factories has, for example, engendered the creation of new mathematics and science. Problems of life-threatening dioxins from burning toxic wastes, the need to analyze the impact of acid
rain on deforestation, and better prediction of earthquakes, all test the limits of
simulation modelling for complex environmental systems.
The broad and comprehensive nature of the problem niches of the scientific
community has evolved, domain by domain, over a sustained period of deliberate problem-solving and explanation-seeking. Special general techniques-the
scientific method, the use of statistics, formal models, mathematical formalisms, new artificial intelligence languages for representing human knowledge
and expertise, and other communal tools-have been developed for establishing the utility of different explanatory accounts of natural phenomena. Special
concepts, such as temperature, force, and correlation, have been defined. The
explanations offered by the natural sciences are often orders of magnitude
more precise than the explanations offered in everyday life. They are more
precise because the erotetic purposes of scientists in their problem niches
demand such precision.
The Culture of Science and Science Education

There are features of the scientific community and its educational agents,
teachers, which make the metaphor of science "cultures" useful. As in crosscultural processes of understanding, challenges arise for making sense of why
people of a foreign culture d o what they do. The teacher and the student each
have a complex induction task to face: how to make sense of the explanations
that each offers for natural phenomena. "Tuning" what the student takes to be
problematic and the newly required pragmatic precision of explanations from
the student's current point of view to the canonical standards of science is the
primary pedagogical aim. Learning new concepts and thinking methods are but
part of the process, not the final goal.
A major hypothesis of this framework is that explicit recognition of the
cross-cultural nature of science education has rich and unexpected implications
for improving its theories and practices. The framework makes sensible new
orientations to students' difficulties, because it leads to examination of new
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contributory factors and different pathways out of the problem of science difficulties. The cross-cultural nature of what is taken to be "problematic" and
what is considered "explanatory" among teachers and students is not often
observed as an important source of educational problems. And the shifting
epistemic status of scientific knowledge claims as a function of purpose, which
we have argued is commensurate with current understandings of the historical
construction of scientific knowledge, is rarely treated in science education at
all. Science education tends to present science as a body of knowledge composed of established facts and methods.
In science education part of what the child must learn are the conventions
that will make the discourse of science sensible. A major part of this discourse
for scientific thinking and reasoning is recognizing problems and being able to
offer explanations in terms of formal concepts that meet communal norms. Part
of developing explanations is learning how to engage in a process of inquiry
that is "scientific," and which incorporates communally-accepted warrants for
beliefs o r knowledge claims. Inquiry practices in science involve a host of
subskills, such as question identification, development and revision; hypothetical and counterfactual thinking; isolation of variables; systematic observation
and measurement; identifying trends in data and other forms of statistical reasoning; recognizing what constitutes evidence; and construction of models and
arguments to communicate knowledge claims to others.
When the two "cultures" meet, the problem is one of creating conditions
for compelling conceptual change, to impel the child to adapt his or her understanding to deal with the new explanatory standards of the problem niches of
the communities of science. The child must induce that his or her explanations
are inadequate in terms of precision, completeness, coherence from the perspective of canonical science. This is not to say they are "wrong," for the
language game of science is a new one (Ryle, 1954). And some of the old ideas
work, in that some intuitions from everyday thinking are integral to scientific
conceptions (such as the idea that a pushed spring exerts force: Clement,
1986a; diSessa, 1982). To guide preformal understandings to reconstructed new
ones in science will involve providing materials and pedagogical moves (coaching, support, demonstration, hints, examples) that are sufficient to enable the
child to construct explanations from the perspective of the science teacher's
culture. There must also be some pedagogical framework for helping the child
to recognize that the effort of learning, of becoming sufficiently involved in this
culture to reorder one's explanations, is worth the cost. Perceived cognitive
effort of learning to use new thinking strategies and ideas is likely to be a
deciding factor in whether they are acquired at all.
These processes of understanding are generally tacit in both directionsfrom teacher to child and child to teacher-and are not seen as part of the goal
structure within which teaching-learning interactions take place. Thus, it often
happens that what is "learned" by students is taken on only at the surfacelevel, and coexists with the children's deeper understanding from their own
"culture" (e.g., diSessa, 1986a). The child can perform for tests but not apply
this "learning" to real problems outside the framework of textbook chapters.
The outcome of science learning can thus exist as a set of inert ideas that are
not generative, nor interactive with the explanations children have constructed
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themselves (and with the help of others outside schooling) for natural phenomena. One has to "live" in the culture and be accountable in one's explanations
to the normative standards of one's community in order to deeply understand.
Technology

We have been concerned with inventing possible roles for software in
developing an approach to science education congruent with this "cross-cultural" perspective. As computer technologies become widely available in science classrooms, we believe it is important to develop a software system that
incorporates recent understandings of the nature of scientific knowledge and
science learning into the ways that inquiry activities are structured. Design of
technologies for science education need to be informed by an image of what is
worth knowing in an information society, not only as better delivery vehicles
for traditional science materials. Our work is based on the conviction that in
addition to helping students engage in using the methods of working scientists
(a key element of precollege science curriculum reform in the past two decades), science education should generate awareness of the nature of scientific
knowledge and inquiry, and take seriously the difficulties students and teachers
face in decentering from the boundaries of their explanations of natural phenomena from their respective "cultures. "
One way of thinking about the design of technological systems emphasizes
their potential as reorganizers of mental functioning (Pea, 1985). The way systems organize activities can have the effect of redefining educational goals and
the cognitive tasks required to attain them. Prototype systems need to be
created in light of this potential for redefinition, and their effects then systematically studied (Hawkins, Mawby, & Ghitman, in press; Pea, 1985).
Our prior analysis of the nature of some key difficulties in science education leads us to think about designs which take advantage of the dynamic
capacities of information technologies to help students reflect on their own
ideas and problems, and to support students in juxtaposing the web of the ideas
held in their "culture" with information from the cultures of science. The goal
of the enterprise is to help students to make problematic their own assumptions, and to begin to help them to develop a deeper understanding of how
explanations and scientific formalisms are coherent and efficient means for
grasping a broad range of phenomena.
Furthermore, system design must build on the fact that science education
takes place predominantly in the complex social circumstances of classrooms.
Building bridges between the conceptual understandings of teachers and students is a highly individualized enterprise, yet the organization of classroom
learning has tended to make this sort of complex and personalized interaction
difficult to sustain. Technologies can be designed to help address this problem.
Structuring the Process

Norman (1986) argues that there is a gulf to be bridged between persons and
technological systems. The design of interfaces for computer-based tools
should offer the user control over variables of psychological interest. Norman
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makes no commitment about what these variables are or should be in any
context. The types of interactions demanded by the system will come to color
the way people think about both the system and the task. The system should
also enhance rather than prevent creative exploration of ideas or materials
(disessa, 1986).
In developmental terms, this approach to system design has some similarities with Vygotsky's (1978) theory of the processes underlying children's
knowledge development. Adults collaborate with children in getting tasks
done, and in the process "scaffold" children's learning in ways that reveal the
structure of a task and supplement children's developing abilities to accomplish
the task. As children continue to participate in learning situations, they increasingly take over parts of the process. Recent work on the developmental psychology of reading and writing has found this approach to be productive in
education (e.g., Applebee & Langer, 1983; Palincsar & Brown, 1984: Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1985).
In developing technological supports for helping children to learn new
skills it is important to structure the interface in such a way that the enterprise
is understandable and accessible to them in their present state of knowledge. It
should progressively reveal the structure of the cognitive task even as it supports its accomplishment.
We begin with the belief that students need to learn about and practice
scientific inquiry in such a way that they learn to develop questions and problems, recognize their own ideas and knowledge-states, learn to explore the
consequences of alternative ideas (from other "cultures"), and juxtapose and
try out integrations of this new information with their own beliefs. As part of
this enterprise they necessarily encounter different ways of rendering a situation, issue, or idea problematic.
The INQUIRE software system we2 are developing is designed to be modular, and has the following features to support a structure for inquiry processes:
(1) A "Questions" module helps students to identify and specify their own
questions about a problem region, and to examine their own state of knowledge
with respect to the problem and the questions they generate about it. Features
of the module enable students to reflectively examine this material (e.g., by
rating their degree of belief certainty about it; by using a categorization system
for trying out different organizations of the questions and material they create)
before they begin to encounter "new" information from observations. experimentation, or reading. The module helps students to construct a plan for their
inquiry, which acts as a summary "blackboard" for reminding them of their
top-level ideas and questions, and which is transported throughout the system
as the student works. Guidance through reminders of place in complex tasks
appear to be useful for users of complex interfaces (e.g., Miyata & Norman,
1986) and for novices doing complex tasks (Glynn et al.. 1982; Scarmadalia &
Bereiter, 1985; Schoenfeld. 1985).

The "we" behind the Inquire Project includes Cornelia Brunner, Seth Chaiklin, Marie
Ghitrnan, Frankie Mann, and Babette Moeller.
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"Cognitive blackboards" of this sort appear as an interesting feature of
expert inquiry. People construct top-level (mental or on-paper) guides to remind them of the major issues and questions as they work through new material. Such monitoring supports act to prevent side-tracking (Hawkins et al.. in
press), and may be revised as inquiry proceeds.
(2) A "Notes" module helps students to record, manage and analyze new
information they find in texts, communications with people, and observations
and experiments which might be performed in the laboratory or through using
computer simulations. The tool is organized so that students must record the
source and context of information. It enables them to easily record and flexibly
store notes-both material found in texts and through experiments, as well as
their own comments about it. They can perform operations on the information
they gather (establishing links between chunks of information by means of
structuring relationships; storing the material according to multiple categories).
The system encourages recursive movement throughout the modules, since
inquiry proceeds as an opportunistic, revisionary task rather than a strictly topdown, linear one (Hawkins et al., in press; Mawby, 1986; Rescher, 1982).
Students, for example, are encouraged to examine and revise their questions as
they proceed in taking and linking notes.

(3) A "Schemes" module provides organizing supports for juxtaposing and
analyzing one's own ideas with respect to new material that has been collected
in pursuit of a solution to the inquiry problem. The supports are both topological (where students can build models of a phenomenon or a representation of
the relationships among ingredients for problem solution), and linear (where
students are encouraged to build and criticize arguments for a particular proposed problem solution). This module is designed to help students to juxtapose
their ideas, those of others, and observational or experimental evidence, in
order to build a new integrative conceptual scheme or to recognize new directions for continuing their inquiry.
(4) A "Patterns" module provides simple quantitative tools for analysis of
data in the form of graphs and tables. and offers structured supports for finding
trends in these data representations. This module embodies the strategy of
helping students to interpret and use quantitative information in relation to
their qualitative questions and understanding.
Overall, the INQUIRE software system is designed to structure the inquiry
task in such a way that students are provided with tools that encourage them to
examine their own and others' ideas, to establish and trace relationships among
concepts, evidence and problems, and to recognize that this process is an
interpretative and recursive one. The system is intended to be general purpose
for science inquiry so that teachers and students can explore not only traditional science curriculum topics, but problem regions of their own devising.
Problem sets are also being developed for research purposes to determine
whether the process supports INQUIRE offers help students to develop their
own explanations in ways that allow them to recognize the efficiency and utility
of the explanations of canonical science.
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Dynamic Support
It has been repeatedly shown that students have difficulty managing the
part-activities of complex information management or problem-solving tasks
(e.g., Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, & Campione, 1983). Because features of the
technology can structurally support student accomplishment of the subtasks of
science inquiry, students can participate in the whole task of science inquiry
without necessarily having to first master all subskills. For example, with respect to information management, the system is designed to keep track of
material for students by prompting them to supply source information (text or
laboratory parameters) and automatically indexing and storing it. Keyword
searches are automatically provided, and students are supported in developing
their own structures for sorting information. Students can establish links
among materials and then easily collect and browse the material they have thus
categorized. They can readily try out different models for a solution that might
represent, for example, different perspectives. The system also provides supports for the difficult processes of constructing and interpreting quantitative
representations.

Classroom Science Learning
As noted above, it is difficult to conduct the sort of inquiry learning outlined here in classrooms, although several recent texts do help make cognitive
science research findings on children's conceptions more accessible to science
teachers (Driver, Guensem, & Tiberghien, 1985; West & Pines, 1985). Management of such individualized exploration is difficult, and the mere time required
of teachers to understand the "natural" explanations students bring to empirical phenomena can make such interpretive activity prohibitive. The system is
designed to take seriously some of these issues by extending the organizational
tools for inquiry instruction available to the teacher.
First, we speculate that there is value in examining common assumptions
about "products" expected of students' learning in science classrooms. Often,
science assignments take the form of completed essays, papers, lab reports, or
written responses to textbook questions. We have found that many students
rush to write, with little reflection or inquiry; they often do not integrate information they may read with a question or problem they are ostensibly investigating (Hawkins, Mawby, & Ghitman, in press). We propose teachers recognize
the importance of intermediate products, prior to the writing of a well-structured essay or problem "answer," as evidence of the development of scientific
understanding. A student's refinement of questions or problems, or the recognition of new ones, construction of models of phenomena or argument structures, oral reports of ideas, should all be considered as valued products in
science education.
Second, the INQUIRE system can support individual or group investigation of problems or questions. It is designed to be not a tool that focusses on
individual-computer interaction, but to work as a partner with teachers and
students. While supporting work by one or more students, it may help teachers
to "diagnose" the reasoning and foundations of student explanations because
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of the detailed traces the system records of their inquiry processes. Another
feature allows teachers and other students to leave comments about the inquiry
work as it proceeds. By helping to reveal the process of inquiry and exploration
on the part of a student, teachers may be able to more effectively intervene in
encouraging students to develop their explanations or problem ideas.
Third, the system is seen not as a singular response to the difficulties of
science education, but as a part of a pluralistic approach to helping students to
practice features of scientific interpretation, and to reflect on and confront their
prior understandings and explanations that sufficed in precision for everyday
thinking. Careful and sequenced presentation of scientific ideas and materials
in relation to student inquiries will be essential complements to instructional
work with INQUIRE. But it would take far more seriously than it does today
the state of a student's understandings and forms of explanations of problem
phenomena. In interaction with carefully supported inquiry, students may be
led to recognize the beauty of encompassing scientific ideas, and the value of
the explanatory standards of science communities. Inviting students to develop
and investigate problems of interest to them takes seriously the need to engage
learners in their own terms, and offers a window on the generative power of
scientific inquiry practices. The acquisition of new knowledge and initiation
into the "cultures" of science can be fun, not least because of the exhilaration
of discovery often reported by scientists (e.g., John-Steiner, 1985; Polanyi,
1962). Finally:
"Let us recognize that the opposite of understanding is not ignorance or simply
'not knowing.' To understand something is, first, to give up some other way ofcdnceiving it. . . . The child will make what he learns his own, will fit his discovery into the
interior world of culture that he creates for himself. Equally important, discovery and
the sense of confidence it provides is the proper reward for learning. It is a reward that.
moreover, strengthens the very process that is at the heart of education-disciplined
inquiry." (Bruner, 1962, p. 123-4).

Our hope is that an explicit recognition of the culture-bridging activities required for scientific understanding, supported by new technologies, may make
such disciplined inquiry an integral feature of science education.
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